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ABSTRACT

We des ribe work introdu ing heuristi sear h into the Java
PathFinder model he ker, whi h targets Java byte ode1 .
Rather than fo using on heuristi s aimed at a parti ular
kind of error (su h as deadlo ks) we des ribe heuristi s based
on a modi ation of traditional bran h overage metri s and
other stru tural measures, su h as thread inter-dependen y.
We present experimental results showing the utility of these
heuristi s, and argue for the usefulness of stru tural heuristi s as a lass.

1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been re ent interest in model he king software
written in real programming languages [3, 10, 15, 24, 25, 33℄
and in using heuristi s to dire t exploration in expli it-state
model he kers [12, 35℄. Be ause heuristi -guided sear h is
learly dire ted at nding errors rather than verifying the
omplete orre tness of software, the onne tions between
model he king and testing are made parti ularly lear when
these ideas are ombined. In this paper we present one fruitful produ t of the interse tion of these elds and show how
to apply it to nding errors in programs.
The primary hallenge in software model he king, as in
all model he king, is the state spa e explosion problem:
exploring all of the behaviors of a system is, to say the least,
diÆ ult when the number of behaviors is exponential in the
possible inputs, ontents of data stru tures, or number of
threads in a program. A vast array of te hniques have been
applied to this problem [8℄, rst in hardware veri ation, and
now, in reasingly, in software veri ation [3, 10, 21℄. Many
of these te hniques require onsiderable non-automati work
1

We present the basi heuristi framework and dis uss the
reation of user de ned heuristi s in a tool paper elsewhere [18℄.

by experts or do not apply as well to software as to hardware.
Most of these te hniques are aimed at redu ing the size of
the total state spa e that must be explored, or representing
it symboli ally so as to redu e the memory and time needed
for the exploration.
An alternative approa h is to on entrate not on verifying
the orre tness of programs but on dealing with the state
spa e explosion when attempting to nd errors. Rather than
redu ing the overall size of the state spa e, we an attempt
to nd a ounterexample before the state explosion exhausts
memory. Heuristi model he king usually aims at generating ounterexamples by sear hing the bug- ontaining part of
the state spa e rst. Obviously we do not know, in general,
what part of a program's state spa e is going to ontain
an error, or even if there is an error present. However, by
using measurements of the exploration of a program's stru ture (in parti ular, its bran hing stru ture or thread interdependen y stru ture), we believe a model he ker an often improve its ability to nd errors in programs. Although
one of the strongest advantages of model he king is the
generation of ounterexamples when veri ation fails, traditional depth- rst sear h algorithms tend to return very long
ounterexamples; heuristi sear h, when it su eeds, almost
always produ es mu h more su in t ounterexamples.
In this paper we explore heuristi model he king of software
written in the Java programming language and use heuristi s based on overage measurements derived from the world
of software testing. We introdu e the notion of stru tural
heuristi s to the lassi ation of heuristi s used in model
he king, and present (and des ribe our motivations in developing) su essful and novel heuristi s from this lass.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes heuristi model he king, examines related work, and introdu es
the various sear h algorithms we will be using. Se tion 3
brie y presents the Java PathFinder model he ker and the
implementation of heuristi sear h. The new heuristi s are
de ned and des ribed in detail in se tion 4, whi h also inludes experimental results. We present on lusions and
onsider future work in a nal se tion.

2. HEURISTIC MODEL CHECKING
ISSTA ’02 Rome, Italy

In heuristi or dire ted model he king, a state spa e is explored in an order dependent on an evaluation fun tion for
states. This fun tion (the heuristi ) is usually intended to
guide the model he ker more qui kly to an error state. Any

priority queue Q = finitial stateg
while (Q not empty)
S = state in Q with best f
remove S from Q
for ea h su essor state S 0 of S
if S 0 not already visited
if S 0 is the goal then terminate
0
f = h(S )
store (S 0 ; f ) in Q
Figure 1: Algorithm for

best- rst sear

h.

resulting ounterexamples will often be shorter than ones
produ ed by the depth- rst sear h based algorithms traditionally used in expli it-state model he kers.
The growing body of literature on model he king using
heuristi s largely on entrates on heuristi s tailored to nd
a ertain kind of error [12, 16, 22, 26, 35℄. Common heuristi s in lude measuring the lengths of queues, giving preferen e to blo king operations [12, 26℄, and using a Hamming
distan e to a goal state [14, 35℄. Godefroid and Khurshid
apply geneti algorithm te hniques rather than the more basi heuristi sear hes, using heuristi s measuring outgoing
transitions from a state (similar to our most-blo ked heuristi { see Table 1), rewarding evaluations of assertions, and
measuring messages ex hanged in a se urity proto ol [16℄.
Heuristi s an also be used in symboli model he king to
redu e the bottlene ks of image omputation, without ne essarily attempting to zero in on errors; Bloem, Ravi and
Somenzi thus draw a distin tion between property-dependent
and system-dependent heuristi s [5℄. They note that only
property-dependent heuristi s an be applied to expli itstate model he king, in the sense that exploring the state
spa e in a di erent order will not remove bottlene ks in the
event that the entire spa e must be explored. However, we
suggest a further lassi ation of property-dependent heuristi s into property-spe i heuristi s that rely on features of
a parti ular property (queue sizes or blo king statements
for deadlo k, distan e in ontrol or data ow to false valuations for assertions) and stru tural heuristi s that attempt
to explore the stru ture of a program in a way ondu ive to
nding more general errors. The heuristi used in FLAVERS
would be an example of the latter [9℄. We on entrate primarily on stru tural heuristi s, and will further re ne this
notion after we have examined some of our heuristi s.
Heuristi s have also been used for generating test ases [29,
32℄, and, furthermore, a model he ker an be used for test
ase generation [1, 2℄. Our approa h is not only appli able
to test ase generation, but applies overage metri s used
in testing to the more usual model he king goal of nding
errors in a program.

2.1 Search Algorithms

A number of di erent sear h algorithms an be ombined
with heuristi s. The simplest of these is a best- rst sear h,
whi h uses the heuristi fun tion h to ompute a tness f
in a greedy fashion (Figure 1).
The A algorithm [19℄ is similar, ex ept that like Dijkstra's
shortest paths algorithm, it adds the length of the path to
S 0 to f . When
the heuristi fun tion h is admissible, that
is, when h(S 0 ) is guaranteed to be less than or equal to the

queue Q = finitial stateg
while (Q not empty)
while (Q not empty)
priority queue Q0 = ;
remove S from Q
for ea h su essor state S 0 of S
if S 0 not already visited
if S 0 is the goal then terminate
0
f = h(S )
store (S 0 ; f ) in Q0
remove all but k best elements from Q0
0
Q = Q
Figure 2: Algorithm for

beam sear

h.

length of the shortest path from S 0 to a goal state, A is
guaranteed to nd an optimal solution (for our purposes,
the shortest ounterexample). A is a ompromise between
the guaranteed optimality of breadth- rst sear h and the
eÆ ien y in returning a solution of best- rst sear h.
Beam-sear h pro eeds even more like a breadth- rst sear h,
but uses the heuristi fun tion to dis ard all but the k best
andidate states at ea h depth (Figure 2).

The queue-limiting te hnique used in beam-sear h may also
be applied to a best- rst or A sear h by removing the
worst state from Q (without expanding its hildren) whenever inserting S 0 results in Q ontaining more than k states.
This, of ourse, introdu es an in ompleteness into the model
he king run: termination without reported errors does not
indi ate that no errors exist in the state spa e. However,
given that the advantage of heuristi sear h is its ability
to qui kly dis over fairly short ounterexamples, in pra ti e
queue-limiting is a very e e tive bug- nding ta ti .
The experimental results in se tion 4 show the varying utility of the di erent sear h strategies. Be ause none of the
heuristi s we examined are admissible, A la ks a theoretial optimality, and is generally less eÆ ient than best- rst
sear h. Our heuristi value is sometimes mu h larger than
the path length, in whi h ase A behaves mu h like a bestrst sear h.
As far as we are aware, ombining a best- rst sear h with
limitations on the size of the queue for storing states pending
is not dis ussed or given a name in the literature of heuristi
sear h. A best- rst sear h with queue limiting an nd very
deep solutions that might be diÆ ult for a beam-sear h to
rea h unless the queue limit k is very small.
More spe i ally, the introdu tion of queue-limiting to heuristi sear h for model he king appears to be genuinely novel,
and raises the possibility of using other in omplete methods
when the fo us of model he king is on dis overy of errors
rather than on veri ation. As an example, partial order
redu tion te hniques usually require a y le he k that may
be expensive or over- onservative in the ontext of heuristi
sear h [13℄. However, on e queue-limiting is onsidered, it is
natural to experiment with applying a partial order redu tion without a y le he k. The general approa h remains
one of model he king rather than testing be ause storing of
states already visited is ru ial to obtaining good results in
our experien e, with one notable ex eption (see the dis ussion in se tions 4.1.1 and 4.2.1).

3.

JAVA PATHFINDER

Java PathFinder (JPF) is an expli it state on-the- y model
he ker that takes ompiled Java programs (i.e. byte ode
lass- les) and analyzes all paths through the program for
deadlo k, assertion violations and linear time temporal logi
(LTL) properties [33℄. JPF is unique in that it is built
on a ustom-made Java Virtual Ma hine (JVM) and therefore does not require any translation to an existing model
he ker's input notation. The dSPIN model he ker [25℄
that extends SPIN [23℄ to handle dynami memory allo ation and fun tions is the most losely related system to the
JPF model he ker.
Java does not support nondeterminism, but in a model he king ontext it is often important to analyze the behavior of
a program in an aggressive environment where all possible
a tions, in any order, must be onsidered. For this reason
we added methods to a spe ial lass ( alled Verify) to allow
nondeterminism to be expressed (for example, Verify.random(2)
will nondeterministi ally return a value in the range 0{2,
in lusive), whi h the model he ker an then trap during
exe ution and evaluate with all possible values.
An important feature of the model he ker is the exibility
in hoosing the granularity of a transition between states
during the analysis of the byte ode. Sin e the model he ker
exe utes byte ode instru tions, the most ne-grained analysis supported is at the level of individual byte odes. Unfortunately, for large programs the byte ode-level analysis
does not s ale well, and therefore the default mode is to analyze the ode on a line-by-line basis. JPF also supports
atomi onstru ts (denoted by Verify.beginAtomi () and
Verify.endAtomi () alls) that the model he ker an trap
to allow larger ode fragments to be grouped into a single
transition.
The model he ker onsists of two basi

omponents:

hanges the sta k to a queue). Best- rst (also used for A )
and beam-sear h are straightforward implementations of the
algorithms listed in se tion 2.1, using priority queues within
the s heduler. The heuristi sear h apabilities are urrently
limited to deadlo k and assertion violation he ks { none of
the heuristi sear h algorithms are parti ularly suited to yle dete tion, whi h is an important part of he king LTL
properties. In addition, the limited experimental data on
improving y les in ounterexamples for liveness properties
is not en ouraging [14℄.
Heuristi sear h in JPF also provides a number of additional
features, in luding:
 users an introdu e their own heuristi s (interfa ing

with the JVM through a well-de ned API to a ess
program variables et .)

 the sum of two heuristi s an be used
 the order of analysis of states with the same heuristi

value an be altered

 the number of elements in the priority queue an be

limited

 the sear h depth an be limited

4. STRUCTURAL HEURISTICS

We onsider the following heuristi s to be stru tural heuristi s: that is, they are intended to nd errors, but are not
targeted spe i ally at parti ular assertion statements, invariants, or deadlo ks. Rather, they explore some stru tural aspe t of the program (bran hing stru ture or threadinterdependen e).

4.1 Code Coverage Heuristics

- This in ludes the JVM, information
about s heduling, and the state storage fa ilities required to keep tra k of what has been exe uted and
whi h states have been visited. The default exploration in JPF is to do a depth- rst generation of the
state spa e with an option to limit the sear h to a maximum depth. By hanging the s heduling information,
one an hange the way the state spa e is generated
- by default a sta k is used to re ord the states to be
expanded next, hen e the default DFS sear h.

The ode overage a hieved during testing is a measure of
the adequa y of the testing, in other words the quality of
the set of test ases. Although it does not dire tly address
the orre tness of the ode under test, having a hieved high
ode overage during testing without dis overing any errors
does inspire more on den e that the ode is orre t. A ase
in point is the avioni s industry where software an only be
erti ed for ight if 100% stru tural overage, spe i ally
modi ed ondition/de ision overage (MC/DC), is a hieved
during testing [30℄.

- This in ludes the algorithms for
he king for deadlo ks, assertion violations and violation of LTL properties. These algorithms work by instru ting the state generation omponent to generate
new states, ba ktra k from old states, and an he k
on the state of the JVM by doing API alls (e.g. to
he k when a deadlo k has been rea hed).

In the testing literature there are a vast number of stru tural
ode overage riteria, from simply overing all statements
in the program to overing all possible exe ution paths. Here
we will fo us on bran h overage, whi h requires that at every bran hing point in the program all possible bran hes
be taken at least on e. In many industries 100% bran h
overage is onsidered a minimum requirement for test adequa y [4℄. On the fa e of it, one might wonder why overage
during model he king is of any worth, sin e model he kers
typi ally over all of the state spa e of the system under
analysis, hen e by de nition overing all the stru ture of
the ode. However, when model he king Java programs
the programs are often in nite-state, or have a very large
nite state spa e, whi h the model he ker annot over due

State Generator

Analysis Algorithms

The heuristi s in JPF are implemented in the State Generator omponent, sin e many of the heuristi s require information from the JVM and a natural way to do the implementation is to adapt the s heduling of whi h state to explore
next (e.g. in the trivial ase, for a breath- rst sear h one

1. States overing a previously untaken bran h re eive
the best heuristi value.
2. States that are rea hed by not taking a bran h re eive
the next best heuristi value.
3. States that over a bran h already taken are ranked
a ording to how many times that bran h has been
taken (worse s ores are assigned to more frequently
taken bran hes).
Figure 3: Our basi

bran h- overage heuristi .

to resour e limitations (typi ally memory). Cal ulating overage therefore serves the same purpose as during testing:
it shows the adequa y of the (partial) model he king run.
As with test overage tools, al ulating bran h overage during model he king only requires us to keep tra k of whether
at ea h stru tural bran hing point all options were taken.
Sin e JPF exe utes byte ode statements, this means simple
extensions need to be introdu ed whenever IF* (related to
any if-statement in the ode) and TABLESWITCH (related to
ase-statements) are exe uted to keep tra k of the hoi es
made. However, unlike with simple bran h overage, we also
keep tra k of how many times ea h bran h was taken, rather
than just whether it was taken or not, and onsider overage separately for ea h thread reated during the exe ution
of the program. The rst bene t of this feature is that the
model he ker an now produ e detailed overage information when it exhausts memory without nding a ounterexample or sear hing the entire state spa e. Additionally, if
overage metri s are a useful measurement of a set of test
ases, it seems plausible that using overage as a heuristi to
prioritize the exploration of the state spa e might be useful.
One approa h to using overage metri s in a heuristi would
be to simply use the per entage of bran hes overed (on a
per-thread or global basis) as the heuristi value (we refer
to this as the %- overage heuristi ). However, this approa h
does not work well in pra ti e (see se tion 4.1.1). Instead,
a slightly more omplex heuristi proves su essful (Figure
3).
The motivation behind this heuristi is to make use of the
bran hing stru ture of a program while avoiding some of the
pitfalls of the more dire t heuristi .
The %- overage heuristi is likely to fall into lo al minima,
exploring paths that over a large number of bran hes but do
not in the future in rease overage. Our heuristi behaves in
an essentially breadth- rst manner unless a path is a tually
in reasing overage. By default, our system explores states
with the same heuristi value in a FIFO manner, resulting
in a breadth- rst exploration of a program with no bran h
hoi es. However, be ause the frontier is mu h deeper along
paths whi h have previously in reased overage, we still advan e exploration of stru turally interesting paths.
Our heuristi delays exploration of repetitive portions of the
state spa e (those that take the same bran hes repeatedly).
If a nondeterminisi hoi e determines how many times to

exe ute a loop, for instan e, our heuristi will delay exploring through multiple iterations of the loop along ertain
paths until it has sear hed further along paths that skip
the loop or exe ute it only on e. We thus a hieve deeper
overage of the stru ture and examine possible behaviors
after termination of the loop. If the paths beyond the loop
ontinue to be free of bran hes or involve previously un overed bran hes, exploration will ontinue; however, if one of
these paths leads to a loop, we will return to explore further
iterations of the rst loop before exe uting the latter loop
more than on e.
A number of options an modify the basi strategy:
 Counts may be taken globally (over the entire state

spa e explored) or only for the path by whi h a parti ular state is rea hed. This allows us to examine
either ombinations of hoi es along ea h path or to
try to maximize bran h hoi es over the entire sear h
when the ordering along paths is less relevant. In priniple, the path-based approa h should be useful when
taking ertain bran hes in a parti ular ombination in
an exe ution is responsible for errors. Global ounts
will be more useful when simply exer ising all of the
bran hes is a better way to nd an error. An instan e
of the latter would be a program in whi h one large
nondeterministi hoi e at the beginning results in different lasses of shallow exe utions, one of whi h leads
to an error state.

 The bran h ount may be allowed to persist { if a

state is rea hed without overing any bran hes, the
last bran h ount on the path by whi h that state was
rea hed may be used instead of giving the state the
se ond best heuristi value (see Figure 3). This allows us to in rease the tenden y to explore paths that
have improved overage without being quite as prone
to falling into lo al minima as the %- overage heuristi .

 The ounts over a path an be summed to redu e the

sear h's sensitivity to individual bran h hoi es.

 These various methods an also be applied to ounts

taken on exe utions of ea h individual byte ode instru tion, rather than only of bran hes. This is equivalent to the idea of statement overage in traditional
testing.

The pra ti al e e t of this lass of heuristi is to in rease
exploration of portions of the state spa e in whi h nondeterministi hoi es or thread interleavings have resulted
in the possibility of previously unexplored or less-explored
bran hes being taken.

4.1.1 Experimental Results
We will refer to a number of heuristi s in our experimental
results (Table 1). In addition to these basi heuristi s, we
indi ate whether a heuristi is measured over paths or all
states by appending (path) or (global) when that is an option. Some results are for an A or beam sear h, and this is
also noted.

Sear h/Heuristi
bran h
%- overage
BFS
DFS
most-blo ked
interleaving
random

De nition
The basi bran h- overage heuristi .
Measures the per entage of bran hes overed.
States with higher overage re eive better values.
A breadth- rst sear h
A depth- rst sear h. (depth n) indi ates that
sta k depth is limited to n.
Measures the number of blo ked threads.
More blo ked threads result in better values.
Measures the amount of interleaving of threads.
See se tion 4.2.
Uses a randomly assigned heuristi value.

Table 1: Heuristi s and sear h strategies.

The DEOS real-time operating system developed by Honeywell enables Integrated Modular Avioni s (IMA) and is urrently used within ertain small business air raft to s hedule
time- riti al software tasks. During its development a routine ode inspe tion led to the un overing of a subtle error
in the time-partitioning that ould allow tasks to be starved
of CPU time - a sequen e of unanti ipated API alls made
near time-period boundaries would trigger the error. Interestingly, although avioni s software needs to be tested to a
very high degree (100% MC/DC overage) to be erti ed for
ight, this error was not un overed during testing. Model
he king was used to redis over this error, by using a translation to PROMELA (the input language of the SPIN model
he ker) [28℄. Later a Java translation of the original C++
ode was used to dete t the error. Both versions use an
abstra tion to nd the error (see the dis ussion in se tion
4.3). Our results (Table 2) are from a version of the Java
ode that does not abstra t away an in nite-state ounter {
a more straightforward translation of the original C++ ode
into Java.
The %- overage heuristi does indeed appear to easily beome trapped in lo al minima, and, as it is not admissible,
using an A sear h will not ne essarily help. For omparison to results not using heuristi s, here and below we also
give results for breadth- rst sear h (BFS), depth- rst sear h
(DFS) and depth- rst sear hes limited to a ertain maximum depth. For essentially in nite state systems (su h
as this version of DEOS), limiting the depth is the only
pra ti al way to use DFS, but as an be seen, nding the
proper depth an be diÆ ult { and large depths may result in extremely long ounterexamples. Using a purely
random heuristi does, in fa t, nd a ounterexample for
DEOS { however, the ounterexample is onsiderably longer
and takes more time and memory to produ e than with the
overage heuristi s.
We also applied our su essful heuristi s to the DEOS system with the storing of visited states turned o (performing testing or simulation rather than model he king, essentially). Without state storage, these heuristi s failed to nd
a ounterexample before exhausting memory.

4.2 Thread Interleaving Heuristics

A di erent kind of stru tural heuristi is based on maximizing thread interleavings. Testing, in whi h generally the
s heduler annot be ontrolled dire tly, often misses subtle
ra e onditions or deadlo ks be ause they rely on unlikely
thread s heduling. One way to expose on urren y errors is

 At ea h step of exe ution append the thread just exe-

uted to a thread history.

 Pass through this history, making the heuristi value

that will be returned worse ea h time the thread just
exe uted appears in the history by a value proportional
to:

1. how far ba k in the history that exe ution is and
2. the urrent number of live threads
Figure 4: Our basi

interleaving heuristi .

to reward \demoni " s heduling by assigning better heuristi values to states rea hed by paths involving more swit hing of threads. In this ase, the stru ture we attempt to explore is the dependen y of the threads on pre ise ordering.
If a non-lo ked variable is a essed in a thread, for instan e,
and another thread an also a ess that variable (leading to
a ra e ondition that an result in a deadlo k or assertion
violation), that path will be preferred to one in whi h the
a essing thread ontinues onwards, perhaps es aping the effe ts of the ra e ondition by reading the just-altered value.
We al ulate this heuristi by keeping a (possibly limited in
size) history of the threads s heduled on ea h path (Figure
4).

4.2.1 Experimental Results
During May 1999 the Deep-Spa e 1 spa e raft ran a set of
experiments whereby the spa e raft was under the ontrol
of an AI-based system alled the Remote Agent. Unfortunately, during one of these experiments the software went
into a deadlo k state, and had to be restarted from earth.
The ause of the error at the time was unknown, but after
some study, in whi h the most likely omponents to have
aused the error were identi ed, the error was found by applying model he king to a Java version of the ode { the
error was due to a missing riti al se tion ausing a ra e
violation to o ur under ertain thread interleavings introdu ing a deadlo k [20℄. Our results (Table 3) use a version
of the ode that is faithful to the original system, as it also
in ludes parts of the system not involved in the deadlo k.
Our experiments (here and in other examples not presented
in the interest of spa e) indi ate that while A and beamsear h an ertainly perform well at times, they generally
do not perform as well as best- rst sear h. Our heuristi s
are not admissible, so the optimality advantages of A do
not ome into play. In general, both appear to require more
judi ious hoi e of queue-limits than is ne essary with bestrst sear h.
Finally, for the dining philosophers (Table 4), we show that
our interleaving heuristi an s ale to quite large numbers
of threads. While DFS fails to un over ounterexamples
even for small problem sizes, the interleaving heuristi an
produ e short ounterexamples for up to 64 threads. The
most-blo ked heuristi , designed to dete t deadlo ks, generally returns larger ounterexamples (in the ase of size 8
and queue limit 5, larger by a fa tor of over a thousand)
after a longer time than the interleaving heuristi . Even
more importantly, it does not s ale well to larger numbers of

Sear h/Heuristi
bran h (path)
bran h (path)(A )
bran h (global)
bran h (global)(A )
%- overage (path)
%- overage (path)(A )
%- overage (global)
random
BFS
DFS
DFS (depth 500)
DFS (depth 1000)
DFS (depth 4000)
bran
bran
bran
bran

h(path)
h(path) (A )
h(global)
h(global) (A )

Time(s) Memory(MB) States Explored
60
92
2,701
59
90
2,712
60
91
2,701
59
92
2,712
FAILS
20,215
FAILS
18,141
FAILS
20,213
162
240
8,057
FAILS
18,054
FAILS
14,678
6,782
383
392,479
2,222
196
146,949
171
270
8,481
Results with state storage turned o
FAILS
15,964
FAILS
15,962
FAILS
15,964
FAILS
15,962

Length
136
136
136
136
334
455
987
3,997

Max Depth
139
139
139
139
334
134
334
360
135
14,678
500
1,000
4,000

-

125
125
125
125

Table 2: Experimental results for the DEOS system.

All results obtained on a 1.4 GHz Athlon with JPF limited to 512Mb. Time(s) is in se onds and Memory is in megabytes. FAILS indi ates
failure due to running out of memory. The Length olumn reports the length of the ounterexample (if one is found). The Max Depth olumn
reports the length of the longest path explored (the maximum sta k depth in the depth- rst ase).

Sear h/Heuristi
bran h (path) (queue 40)
bran h (path) (queue 160)
bran h (path) (queue 1000)
bran h (global) (queue 40)
bran h (global) (queue 160)
bran h (global) (queue 1000)
random
BFS
DFS
DFS (depth 500)
DFS (depth 1000)
DFS (depth 4000)
interleaving
interleaving (queue 5)
interleaving (queue 40)
interleaving (queue 160)
interleaving (queue 1000)
interleaving (A )
interleaving (queue 5) (A )
interleaving (queue 40) (A )
interleaving (queue 160) (A )
interleaving (queue 1000) (A )
interleaving (queue 5) (beam)
interleaving (queue 40) (beam)
interleaving (queue 160) (beam)
interleaving (queue 1000) (beam)
most-blo ked
most-blo ked (queue 5)
most-blo ked (queue 40)
most-blo ked (queue 160)
most-blo ked (queue 1000)
most-blo ked (A )
most-blo ked (queue 5) (A )
most-blo ked (queue 40) (A )
most-blo ked (queue 160) (A )
most-blo ked (queue 1000) (A )

Time(s)
FAILS
FAILS
132
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
43
44
47
FAILS
15
116
908
FAILS
FAILS
13
77
FAILS
FAILS
14
91
386
FAILS
7
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
6
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS

Memory(MB)
290
54
64
72
17
184
501
19
129
16
113
418
33
10
-

States Explored
1,765,009
1,506,725
845,263
1,758,416
1,483,827
1,509,810
55,940
623,566
267,357
116,071
117,235
122,513
378,068
38,449
431,752
1,287,984
745,788
369,166
43,172
306,285
1,309,561
1,836,675
35,514
238,945
1,025,595
1,604,940
7,537
922,433
913,946
918,575
7,537
631,274
935,796
960,259
989,513
1,138,920

Length
136
500
1000
4000
913
869
869
912
865
927
924
898
158
158
-

Table 3: Experimental results for the Remote Agent system.

Max Depth
12,092
5,885
136
12,077
1,409
327
472
60
267,357
500
1000
4000
81
913
869
870
177
81
912
867
789
273
927
924
898
365
169
27,628
4,923
1,177
169
61
16,189
1,907
555
165

Sear h/Heuristi
bran h (path)
random
BFS
DFS
DFS (depth 100)
DFS (depth 500)
DFS (depth 1000)
DFS (depth 4000)
most-blo ked
most-blo ked (queue 5)
most-blo ked (queue 40)
most-blo ked (queue 160)
most-blo ked (queue 1000)
interleaving
interleaving (queue 5)
interleaving (queue 40)
interleaving (queue 160)
interleaving (queue 1000)
most-blo ked (queue 5)
most-blo ked (queue 40)
most-blo ked (queue 160)
most-blo ked (queue 1000)
interleaving (queue 5)
interleaving (queue 40)
interleaving (queue 160)
interleaving (queue 1000)
most-blo ked (queue 40)
interleaving (queue 5)
interleaving (queue 40)
interleaving (queue 160)
interleaving (queue 5)

Size
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
32
32
32
32
64

Time(s)
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
FAILS
17,259
10
10
46
FAILS
2
5
12
60
FAILS
38
FAILS
FAILS
4
16
60
FAILS
FAILS
11
FAILS
FAILS
59

Memory(MB)
378
7
12
59
1
5
27
137
69
5
45
207
32
206

States Explored
374,152
218,500
436,068
398,906
1,357,596
1,354,747
1,345,289
1,348,398
310,317
891,177
13,767
25,023
123,640
487,942
1,719
16,569
62,616
354,552
802,526
101,576
799,453
791,073
6,703
69,987
290,637
858,818
463,414
25,344
472,022
494,043
101,196

Length
78,353
273
172
254
66
66
66
67
1,008
129
131
131
257
514

Max Depth
41
86
13
384,286
100
500
1,000
4,000
285
78,353
273
172
278
16
66
66
66
67
36,443
1,008
2,071
702
129
131
132
41
2,251
257
775
86
514

Table 4: Experimental results for dining philosophers.

threads. We have only reported, for ea h number of philosopher threads, the results for those sear hes that were su essful in the next smaller version of the problem. Results
not shown indi ate that, in fa t, failed sear hes do not tend
to su eed for larger sizes.
The key di eren e in approa h between using a propertyspe i heuristi and a stru tural heuristi an be seen in
the dining philosophers example where we sear h for the
well-known deadlo k s enario. When in reasing the number
of philosophers high enough (for example to 16) it be omes
impossible for an expli it-state model he ker to try all the
possible ombinations of a tions to get to the deadlo k and
heuristi s (or lu k) are required. A property-spe i heuristi appli able here is to try and maximize the number of
blo ked threads (most-blo ked heuristi from Table 1), sin e
if all threads are blo ked we have a deadlo k in a Java program. Whereas a stru tural heuristi may be to observe
that we are dealing here with a highly on urrent program
{ hen e it may be argued that any error in it may well be
related to an unexpe ted interleaving { hen e we use the
heuristi to favor in reased interleaving during the sear h
(interleaving heuristi from Table 1). Although the results
are by no means on lusive, it is still worth noting that for
this spe i example the stru tural heuristi performs mu h
better than the property-spe i heuristi .
For the dining philosophers and Remote Agent example we
also performed the experiment of turning o state storage.
For the interleaving heuristi , results were essentially unhanged (minor variations in the length of ounterexamples
and number of states sear hed). We believe that this is beause to return to a previously visited state in ea h ase
requires an a tion sequen e that will not be given a good

heuristi value by the interleaving heuristi (for example in
the dining philosophers, alternating pi king up and dropping of forks by the same threads). For the most-blo ked
heuristi , however, su essful sear hes be ome unsu essful
{ removal of state storage introdu es the possibility of nontermination into the sear h. For example, the most-blo ked
heuristi without state storage may not even terminate, in
some ases.
Godefroid and Khurshid apply their geneti algorithm te hniques to a very similar implementation of the dining philosophers (written in C rather than Java) [16℄. They seed their
geneti sear h randomly on a version with 17 running threads,
reporting a 50% su ess rate and average sear h time of 177
se onds (on a slower ma hine than we used). Our results
suggest that the di eren es may be as mu h a result of the
heuristi s used (something like most-blo ked vs. our interleaving heuristi ) as the geneti sear h itself. Appli ation of
our heuristi s in di erent sear h frameworks is an interesting
avenue for future study.

4.3 The Choose-free Heuristic

Abstra tion based on over-approximations of the system
behavior is a popular te hnique for redu ing the size of
the state spa e of a system to allow more eÆ ient model
he king [7, 11, 17, 34℄. JPF supports two forms of overapproximation: predi ate abstra tion [34℄ and type-based
abstra tions (via the BANDERA tool) [11℄. However, overapproximation is not well suited for error-dete tion, sin e
the additional behaviors introdu ed by the abstra tion an
lead to spurious errors that are not present in the original. Eliminating spurious errors is an a tive area of resear h
within the model he king ommunity [3, 6, 21, 27, 31℄.

JPF uses a novel te hnique for the elimination of spurious
errors alled hoose-free sear h [27℄. This te hnique is based
on the fa t that all over-approximations introdu e nondeterministi hoi es in the abstra t program that were not
present in the original. Therefore, a hoose-free sear h rst
sear hes the part of the state spa e that doesn't ontain any
nondeterministi hoi es due to abstra tion. If an error is
found in this so- alled hoose-free portion of the state spa e
then it is also an error in the original program. Although this
te hnique may seem almost naive, it has been shown to work
remarkably well in pra ti e [11, 27℄. The rst implementation of this te hnique was by only sear hing the hoose-free
state spa e, but the urrent implementation uses a heuristi
that gives the best heuristi values to the states with the
fewest nondeterministi hoi e statements enabled, i.e. allowing the hoose-free state spa e to be sear hed rst but
ontinuing to the rest of the state spa e otherwise (this also
allows hoose-free to be ombined with other heuristi s).
The DEOS example an be abstra ted by using both predi ate abstra tion [34℄ and type-based abstra tion [11℄. The
predi ate abstra tion of DEOS is a pre ise abstra tion, i.e.
it does not introdu e any new behaviors not present in the
original, hen e we fo us here on the type-based abstra tion
{ spe i ally we use a Range abstra tion (allowing the values 0 and 1 to be on rete and all values 2 and above to
be represented by one abstra t value) to the appropriate
variable [11℄. When using the hoose-free heuristi it is disovered that for this Range abstra tion the heuristi sear h
reports a hoose-free error of length 26 in 20 se onds.
These heuristi s for nding feasible ounterexamples during
abstra tion an be seen as an on-the- y under-approximation
of an over-approximation (from the abstra tion) of the system behavior. The only other heuristi that we are aware
of that falls into a similar ategory is the one for redu ing
infeasible exe ution sequen es in the FLAVERS tool [9℄.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Heuristi sear h te hniques are traditionally used to solve
problems where the goal is known and a well-de ned measure exists of how lose one is to this goal. The aim of
the heuristi sear h is to guide the sear h, using the measure, to a hieve the goal as qui kly (fewest steps) as possible.
This has also been the traditional use of heuristi sear h in
model he king: the heuristi s are de ned with regards to
the property being he ked. Here we advo ate a omplementary approa h where the fo us of the heuristi sear h
is more on the stru ture of the state spa e being sear hed,
in our ase the Java program from whi h the state spa e is
generated.
We do not believe that stru tural heuristi s should repla e
property-spe i heuristi s, but rather propose that they
be used as a omplementary approa h. Furthermore, sin e
the testing domain has long used the notion of stru tural
ode overage, it seems appropriate to investigate similar
ideas in the ontext of stru tural heuristi s during model
he king. Here we have shown that for a realisti example
(DEOS) a heuristi based on bran h overage (a relatively
weak stru tural overage measure) gives en ouraging results.
It is worth noting that a mu h stronger overage measure
(MC/DC) did not \help" in un overing the same error dur-

ing testing (i.e. 100% overage was a hieved but the bug
was not found). We onje ture that the use of ode overage during heuristi model he king an lead to lasses of
errors being found that the same overage measures during
testing will not un over. For example, bran h overage is
typi ally of little use in un overing on urren y errors, but
using it as a heuristi in model he king will allow the model
he ker to evaluate more interleavings whi h might lead to
an error (bran h overage found the deadlo k in the Remote
Agent example, whereas traditional testing failed2 ).
There are a number of possible avenues for future work. As
our experimental results make lear, a rather daunting array
of parameters is available when using heuristi sear h { at
the very least, a heuristi , sear h algorithm, and queue size
must be sele ted. We hope to explore the pra ti alities of
sele ting these options, gathering more experimental data
to determine if, for instan e, as it appears, proper queue
size limits are essential in he king programs with a large
number of threads. A further possibility would be to attempt to apply algorithmi learning te hniques to nding
good parameters for heuristi model he king.
The development of more stru tural heuristi s and the renement of those we have presented here is also an open
problem. For instan e, are there analogous stru tures to be
explored in the data stru tures of a program to the ontrol
stru tures explored by our bran h- overage heuristi s? We
imagine that these other heuristi s might relate to parti ular kinds of errors as the interleaving heuristi relates to
on urren y errors.
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